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Showrunners The Art Of Running
Last summer, at the height of the Black Lives Matter protests that swept the globe, CW executives approached the showrunners of their scripted shows with a loaded request: find a way to address the ...
Kung Fu’s Showrunners on Crafting the Shared Tragedy of ‘Sanctuary’
Walking Dead is certainly a show with a diverse cast of characters who run the gambit from loveable to detestable. The hit AMC show is now heading into its eleventh and final season, and with the ...
The Walking Dead: 10 Most Pointless Characters
Jupiter's Legacy costume designer Lizz Wolf and comics artist Frank Quitely explain how the characters' iconic looks were translated to the screen for Netflix's new show.
Jupiter’s Legacy: From Page to Screen
Annie dumping her boyfriend and focusing on personal development, which includes making wise career choices as well. Aidy Bryant plays Ted Cruz on 'Saturday Night Live', Internet says her beard is ...
'Shrill' Season 3: Air time, how to live stream, trailer, cast and all you need to know about Hulu show
The 32-year-old British actor has gone from after-school theatre clubs to an Oscar win – with a little help from a cult teen TV show ...
The creator of Skins on discovering Daniel Kaluuya: ‘He reminds me of a young De Niro’
Legends of Tomorrow showrunners Grainne Godfree, Phil Klemmer, and Keto Shimizu share some of the pop culture that has influenced the series and their careers as a whole.
Meet Your Makers: Legends of Tomorrow bosses reveal their pop culture influences
ATX Television Festival revealed the first handful of titles set to take center stage for its virtual season 10 event. Showtime’s Ziwe, Steve McQueen’s Small Axe and Fox’s ...
ATX Television Festival Sets ‘Ziwe’ & ‘Small Axe’ Panels In First Wave Of Programming; Michael J. Fox To Receive Annual Honor
In 2019, the Oscars started a trend of ditching hosts for awards shows and are still going host-less three years later. Their little sister Emmy emulated the format in 2019 when Fox had control, ...
Who should host 2021 Emmys on CBS: Ricky Gervais, Stephen Colbert, Queen Latifah … ? [POLL]
The standard teenage depiction in TV shows and movies often do not portray the complexities and variance in teenage identity, sometimes ending up reinforcing harmful stereotypes that come off as ...
What TV shows and movies about teens get right and wrong, from the perspective of a Seattle-area teen
Marvel's "The Falcon and The Winter Soldier" may just be the first project in the MCU to quite deeply tackle issues such as racism.
‘The Falcon and the Winter Soldier’ takes on labels, racism and the future of Marvel
It’s been nearly seven years since we’ve said goodbye to the wonderful world of Nickelodeon’s Avatar universe. Many of us grew up watching “Avatar: The Last Airbender” and in our humble opinion, it is ...
“Avatar” Universe: How The Franchise Will Move Forward After “Legend of Korra”
Letterman, who has been running his own shows since 1980, has also snagged two Daytime Emmys and 10 Primetime Emmys since 1981 and four American Comedy Awards ...
What is David Letterman's net worth? Late-night host is a real estate mogul who owns 3,000 acres of property
From Falcon to Black Panther to a potential new Superman, a wave of rejuvenated heroes, reimagined by Black creators, are rewriting superhero mythologies.
When Blackness Is a Superpower
Stranger Things is one of many shows delayed by the pandemic. Things are getting back on track, but it was touch and go for a while, as season 3 fan ...
Stranger Things: Maya Hawke (Robin) “really grateful” for her season 4 arc
The unions representing actors and crews are in talks with the studios about extending — and possibly changing — the safety protocols they agreed on in September.
TV Production Adapted to Weather the Pandemic. Now What?
Film festivals are your best bet when leaving school. For student projects, film festivals are the best way to introduce your work to a wider audience of people involved in the industry, from actors ...
How Student Filmmakers Can Leverage Their Work for Professional Success
Gilmore Girls' is set in the town of Stars Hallow, Connecticut but is the quaint town a real place or is it a fictional town inspired by a small towns in America?
‘Gilmore Girls’: Is Stars Hollow, Connecticut a Real Place?
After an untimely demise on Cinemax, the martial arts drama was revived for a third season on HBO Max. The producers of ‘Warrior’ explain how the show got a second life and what fans can expect going ...
Bruce Lee’s ‘Warrior’ Will Fight Another Day on HBO Max, and Its Makers Are Thrilled
By end of 2020, TV shoot days in LA had recovered to roughly 62 percent of what they had been in 2019, while in NYC, 40 TV shows were either in production or about to begin shooting again ...
As TV production crews tweak plans to suit pandemic protocols, business seems to look up
Hilary Duff and “How I Met Your Mother” fans, we have some news for you. Inspired by CBS’s long-running hit sitcom, the new show “How I Met Your Father” is finally making it to air, starring Duff as ...
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